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Moscot

Hyman Moscot stands in front of his first store at 94 Rivington St. on the Lower East Side in 1934.

By LANA BORTOLOT

After 77 years of doing business in the same spot at
Orchard and Delancey streets on the Lower East Side,
eyeglass retailer Moscot is moving—all the way to the
opposite corner.

Moscot will cross Delancey, where it will occupy the
corner storefront and basement at 108 Orchard. Joe's
Fabric Warehouse, which now occupies part of the
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Claudio Papapietro for The Wall Street Journal

Stairway to the retail loft

Moscot

The Moscot eyeware shop on Orchard Street is
getting ready to move nearby. Above, the
retailer's loft in the 1950s.

Claudio Papapietro for The Wall Street Journal

ground floor, will double its upstairs space and the
Lower East Side Tenement Museum, which also used
part of 108 Orchard for storage, opted out of its lease
early to allow Moscot to take that space as well.

"We could have left here, but it's hard to separate," said
Harvey Moscot, a fourth-generation optometrist and
now the owner and co-president of Moscot. "We cannot
dispense with our emotional connection to the
neighborhood."

Moscots have been selling eyeglasses from the
neighborhood for nearly a century. Family patriarch
Hyman Moscot began with an Orchard Street pushcart
in 1915. He opened a store at 94 Rivington St., and after
18 years, moved to 118 Orchard, where it has operated
since 1936.

For all that time, Moscot has leased its space—2,500
square feet on the first and second floors. Each 10-year
lease renewal included a 5% increase, with the current
rent averaging $95 a square foot, slightly below average
prices of $100-$125 a square foot for the area.

Helm Equities bought the building in June for $4.8
million with plans to redevelop a mixed-used building
—ideally a flagship national retailer—said Helm owner
David Escava.

"We offered to keep Harvey there. That last thing we
want to do was to force him to vacate after being there
for [almost] 80 years," said Mr. Escava.

But without details of the development, such as
timeframe, configuration and costs, the Moscots
decided to look for other quarters.

Mr. Escava estimates the new retail rental will be $300
a square foot, based on comparables for national
anchor tenants on Delancey Street. Helm purchased
additional air rights for an undisclosed sum that would
allow a 12-story building.

Though Moscot now also has stores on 14th Street and
in Brooklyn—as well as selling branded eyeware in
many other outlets—Orchard Street is the most iconic
shop. It still maintains an atmosphere of what Mr.
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The space today.

Claudio Papapietro for The Wall Street Journal

Mr. Moscot moved to 118 Orchard St. at
Delancey Street.

Moscot, 52 years old, calls "controlled entropy."

Many doing business at Moscot are attached to the old
premises. Author and Howard Stern collaborator Larry "Ratso" Sloman, a customer since 1965,
said he has patronized the original shop for the experience—from the creaky stairs with enameled
signs such as "Step up and save," to the 1930s-styled chairs in the store's open second-floor loft
where vintage frames adorn most surfaces.

To help find another store site, Mr. Moscot enlisted the aid of Mark Miller, president of the Lower
East Side Business Improvement District and himself the son of a long-time Orchard Street
merchant. "Moscot was unique because they rented their location and they're the biggest multi-
generational family I can recall that was in the tricky situation of trying to find a new home," Mr.
Miller said.

He urged Mr. Moscot to consider moving to the building across the street at 108 Orchard. "I said
to Harvey, 'When your customers come looking for you, all they have to do is turn their heads,' "
Mr. Miller said. It was meant to be, or "beshert," he added in Yiddish.

Mr. Miller initiated the conversation with the Tenement Museum for its space at 108 Orchard,
and Baruch Singer, owner of building, agreed to let the museum end its lease early. Then
negotiations with Mimi Sason, the owner of Joe's Fabric, began for the corner space.

"We've had a lease on a handshake for 15 years, and I
said to Mimi, one day I'm going to come and need it
back," said Mr. Singer. "So I told her I need it for
Moscot or they're going to have to move out of the
neighborhood," he said, adding, "Everyone worked
together." Ms. Sason confirms Mr. Singer's account.

The new space gives Moscot 2,200 square feet on the
street level and 2,000 square feet in the basement
under a 20-year lease at $70 a square foot. Mr. Moscot
plans to retrofit the new shop with his forebears' quirky
store fixtures including the custom Danish wooden
drawers scrawled with names such as Zelda and Yosi,

frames named after family members and the old paper eye charts.

"If it's not nailed down, we're going to take it," he said. The new store is expected to be
operational by mid-March.

The new locale will allow him to increase the number of customers served and, in a nod to the
neighborhood's evolving creative community, create an exhibition and performance space for art
and live music.

"For Moscot to stay on the Lower East Side is especially important and special. Not only does it
preserve my personal family history, but being with the other similar businesses, it preserves New
York immigrant history," Mr. Moscot said.
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Niki Russ Federman, 35, the fourth generation to operate Russ & Daughters, an "appetizing shop"
that sells smoked fish, caviar, and specialty foods in the neighborhood, agrees.

"Businesses like ours offer a continuity that's really important," she said. "Whether it's matzoh,
eyeglasses or fabric, there's a qualitatively different experience you have because of the history."
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